Abstract. We present novel implementations of the syndrome-based hash function RFSB on an Atmel ATxmega128A1 microcontroller and a low-cost Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA. We explore several trade-offs between speed and area/code size on both platforms and show that RFSB is extremely versatile with applications ranging from lightweight to high performance. Our lightweight microcontroller implementation requires just 732 byte of ROM while still achieving a competitive performance with respect to other established hash functions. Our fastest FPGA implementation is based on embedded block memories available in Xilinx Spartan-6 devices and runs at 0.21 cycles/byte, with a throughput of 5.35 Gbit/s. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time the RFSB hash function is implemented on either of these wide-spread platforms.
Introduction
Cryptographic hash functions are used in a broad range of applications where mapping an arbitrary amount of data to a fixed length bit string is required. Examples are digital signatures, messages authentication codes, data integrity checks, and password protection. Prominent and widely deployed hash functions such as MD5 [38] , SHA-1 [37] , and the SHA-2 family [37] are used in various products and implementations whose security depends on the collision resistance of those hash functions. However, over the last years (chosen-prefix) collision attacks have been published for MD5 [42] [43] and SHA-1 [30] and are already exploited in the real-world. Recently, a major attack based on MD5 collisions was performed by the Flame espionage malware which injects itself into the Microsoft Windows operating system. The malware code is signed by a rogue Microsoft certificate and disguises itself as a Microsoft Windows update. The rogue certificate was obtained using a previously unknown chosen-prefix collision attack on a Microsoft Terminal Server Licensing Service certificate which still used the MD5 algorithm [34] .
ATxmega128A1 and a Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA. We show that RFSB-509 can be efficiently implemented on both platforms and that RFSB can, in contrast to its predecessor FSB, keep up with current SHA-3 candidates and hash standards. Source code for both platforms is made publicly available in order to allow other researchers to use and evaluate our implementations 1 . To the best of our knowledge this is the first work of its kind.
Organization
This paper is organized as follows. We present related work on code-based hash functions and the history that led to the development of RFSB in Section 2. After shortly recalling general specifications of the RFSB hash function, we detail on the concrete parameter proposal RFSB-509 and give an implementors' view on RFSB-509 in Section 3. Next, design considerations for implementations on embedded microcontrollers and on reconfigurable hardware are evaluated in Section 4 and Section 5. We present our result in Section 6 before we draw a conclusion in Section 7.
Related Work on Code-based Hash Functions
Augot, Finiasz, Gaborit, Manuel, and Sendrier entered the SHA-3 competition with the Fast Syndrome Based (FSB) hash function [2] that relies on the syndrome decoding problem for linear codes. Previous attempts to build such a hash function by Augot, Finiasz, and Sendrier [3] [4] , and Finiasz, Gaborit, and Sendrier [18] turned out to be flawed and were consequently broken by Coron and Joux [13] , Saarinen [40] , and Fouque and Leurent [19] . Hence, the FSB parameters were adjusted to withstand these attacks for the SHA-3 submission and to date this parameter set remains unbroken. However, FSB did not advance to the second round of the SHA-3 competition mainly because of its lack in efficiency compared to other submissions.
Meziani, Dagdelen, Cayrel, and Yousfi Alaoui use the ideas of FSB and combine them with a sponge construction instead of the Merkle-Damgård principle to construct the S-FSB hash function [33] . Their main goal is to improve the performance compared to FSB and they report a C implementation of S-FSB-256 on an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU running at 183 cycles/byte. Compared to FSB requiring 264 cycles/byte on the same CPU, S-FSB is about 30% faster but when looking at the overall picture S-FSB is still an order of magnitude slower than the current hash standard SHA-256 which runs at 15.49 cycles/byte on a similar CPU according to eBASH 2 [8] . Bernstein, Lange, Peters, and Schwabe introduce the Really Fast SyndromeBased (RFSB) hash function as an improved version of FSB and propose concrete parameters (RFSB-509) in [9] . The authors report an implementation of RFSB-509 that outperforms the current hash standard SHA-256 on Intel Core 2 Quad Q9550 CPUs at 13.62 vs. 15.26 cycles/byte. According to the latest measurements on eBASH 3 , new implementations allow to compute RFSB-509 even faster at 10.64 cycles/byte while SHA-256 remains at 15.31 cycles/byte on the same CPU.
Furthermore, a PC implementation of RFSB in Java and C is reported by Rothamel and Weiel [39] . In addition to RFSB-509, the authors suggest parameter sets RFSB-227, RFSB-379, and RFSB-1019 and provide performance measurements for all four sets. However, their results do not come anywhere close to the speeds reported in the original RFSB paper (e.g., they report RFSB-509 to run at 120.5 cycles/byte on an Intel i7 CPU).
The RFSB Hash Function
The RFSB [9] hash function is constructed very similar to the FSB hash function [2] , both are designed to be used inside a collision resistant hash function. A fixed length compression function is combined with the Merkle-Damgård domain extender [15] to enable processing of an arbitrary amount of data. An initialization vector (IV) is compressed together with the first message block. The output is used as chaining value together with the second message block and is again fed into the compression function. This continues until the second to last message block has been processed. The last block is padded by appending a single 1 bit followed by sufficiently many zeros and a 64-bit message length counter. After all input has been processed a final output filter (called final compression function in FSB terms) is applied. In case of FSB Whirlpool is used as final compression function, the authors of RFSB suggests to use SHA-256 or an AES-based output filter. The basic hashing principle of FSB and RFSB is illustrated in Figure 1 . 
The RFSB Compression Function
The RFSB compression function is defined by four parameters: an odd prime r, positive integers b and w, and a compressed matrix of size 2 b × r-bit. The compression function takes a bw-bit string as input which is interpreted as a sequence of ⌈bw/8⌉ bytes (m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m w ) where each m i ∈ 0, 1, . . . , 2 b − 1 . The output is a r-bit string that is interpreted as a sequence of ⌈r/8⌉ bytes. Both input and output are interpreted in little-endian format. The compressed matrix consists of constants c [0] , c [1] , . . . , c 2 b − 1 where each constant has a length of r-bit. The uncompressed RFSB matrix is derived from these constants by defining
/(x r − 1) which essentially are rotations of the compressed matrix constants.
The input is mapped to the output using the message bytes m i as indices of the uncompress matrix constants c i . The constants are summed up by exclusiveor addition to form the output as follows:
When using the compressed matrix notation the mapping from input to output is given by:
A Concrete Proposal: RFSB-509
RFSB-509 is a concrete parameter proposal by the designers of RFSB which achieves good software speed. In the original paper RFSB-509 is assumed to provide a collision resistance of more than 2 128 . The proposed parameters are r = 509, b = 8, and w = 112. Hence, the RFSB-509 input message size is 896 bit (112 byte) and the output size is 509 bit. The compressed matrix is of size 2 b × r = 256 × 509 bit which roughly amounts to 16 kByte. A recent result by Kirchner [28] suggests an improved generalized birthday attack which claims to lower the complexity to about 2 79 . Hence, the parameters need to be adjusted if a collision resistance of 128-bit is required.
Each element of the compressed matrix is generated using a concatenation of the ciphertexts output by four AES-128 calls with fixed all-zero key and a plaintext which is a function of the index of the constant. We denote the AES calls by y = AES k (x) with y being the 16-byte ciphertext, k being the 16-byte key, and x being the 16-byte plaintext. The plaintext is set to zero except for the last two bytes. The second to last byte is set to j which is the index of the constant and 0 ≤ j ≤ 255. The last byte of the plaintext is a counter which increases with each AES-128 call from 0 to 3. In total this results in a 512-bit string
which is reduced to 
3.3 RFSB-509 from an Implementors' Point-of-View
When designing RFSB-509 for embedded systems a few aspects have to be considered beforehand. In the following we detail considerations and optimizations for implementations of RFSB-509 in embedded devices. At first, the constant matrix, although compressed, still has a size of 16 kByte which poses a challenge in embedded systems where memory usually is scarce. Due to the computability of the constants there are basically two choices that can be made. Either memory is spent to store the table or each constant is, probably multiple times, generated on-the-fly when needed. For the on-the-fly generation one has to keep in mind that each constant requires four calls to the AES-128 encryption function, thus a total of 4 × 112 = 448 AES encryptions are required during one compression.
When compressing a message block the rotations applied to each constant depend on the position of the current message byte. 
where ROL j denotes a j-bit rotation to the left (towards the most significant bit) of a 512-bit register. The four different rotations and their exclusive-or sum can be seen as basic compression unit of RFSB-509, which can be generalized to
In order to process all 112 input message bytes this computation has to be repeated where the sums are formed using exclusive-or addition. Figure 2 illustrates the tree-like structure of the RFSB-509 compression function and shows the repetitions of the basic compression unit. One further important detail is the computation of the reduction modulo x 509 − 1 for 512-bit registers. It is achieved by folding the three most significant bits onto the three least significant bits and setting the three most significant bits to zero. Such a reduction does not pose a problem on both platforms and can be realized at minimal cost.
Designing RFSB-509 for Embedded Microcontrollers
For our evaluations of RFSB-509 on an embedded microcontroller we use the wide-spread 8-bit ATxmega microcontroller family from Atmel. These microcontrollers are low-cost yet powerful enough for a wide range of cryptographic and non-cryptographic applications. Apart from the usual features available in this kind of devices (analog to digital converter, digital to analog converter, timers, counters, several communication interfaces, etc.) the ATxmega offers dedicated hardware accelerators for the encryption standards DES and AES-128.
All following designs are split into three basic functions init, update, and final. During init we reset the internal state, output and counter to zero. The update function implements the Merkle-Damgård domain extender, processes new message blocks and updates the internal state accordingly until the last message block is reached. The last message block is processed by the finalization function which pads the message, appends the length counter, compresses the message and sets the output when finished.
When designing RFSB-509 for embedded microcontrollers there are basically two different ways of realizing the RFSB compression function. Either the constants are stored in a table or the constants are generated on-the-fly when needed. One can also think of a hybrid mode, where the constants are not stored in the program memory but are generated and stored in volatile SRAM when starting the device. We explore all three possibilities an give details about the design approach for each version in the following. The AES-and ROM-based implementations are done on an Atmel ATxmega128A1 microcontroller while the SRAM-based implementation is done on an Atmel ATxmega384C3 microcontroller.
On-the-fly Constant Generation
When designing a small memory footprint version of RFSB-509, on-the-fly constant generation is required since the compressed constant table would consume 16 kByte of program memory which would render a lightweight implementation impossible. Especially the hardware AES-128 offered in ATxmega devices is useful in such a setting. The AES-128 crypto module runs concurrently to the CPU and takes 375 clock cycles after loading the key and the plaintext block into the module to en-/decrypt a 128-bit block. When taking loading and storing of key, plaintext and ciphertext into account, an AES-128 encryption takes about 500 clock cycles or 31.25 cycles/byte. Thus when running at its maximum frequency of 32 MHz the ATxmega is able to achieve a AES-128 encryption throughput of about 8 Mbit/s.
Our small footprint implementation of the RFSB-509 hash function is built around a parameterizable constant generation function that is capable of providing rotation widths of 0, 128, 256, and 384 bit. In each iteration the constant generation function computes four AES encryptions. After each encryption the ciphertext is transferred into 16 general purpose registers and immediately afterwards the next plaintext and key (which is the all-zero key for all encryptions but has to be reloaded before every encryption nevertheless) are loaded into the AES module and the next encryption is triggered. While waiting for the next encryption to finish, we concurrently process the previous ciphertext by accumulating it to the output and reducing the computed constant modulo x 509 − 1. Thus, we make use of otherwise wasted cycles while the next encryption is running in parallel. In order to maintain a reasonable performance, parts of the implementation are unrolled, e.g., storing and loading data to and from the AES crypto module is unrolled since this part is critical for the overall runtime.
If the constants would be generated using DES instead of AES-128, the performance of the on-the-fly constant generation could be further improved. Since the output length of DES is half the output length of AES-128, twice the amount of DES calls would be required. However, at 16 cycles per DES encryption after loading the key and plaintext to the corresponding registers, this would still be an order of magnitude faster than AES-128 encryption on an ATxmega microcontroller. Since the performance of the encryption function is the limiting factor in such an implementation, the overall performance would greatly benefit from such an improvement.
Note, the short key length of DES and its vulnerability to brute-force attacks does not pose a thread to the security of RFSB-509 since all plaintexts and keys are already known by definition. As stated in the original RFSB paper: "The full security of AES is certainly not required for RFSB: all that we need is a function generating a few elements of F 2 [x] /(x r − 1) without any obvious linear structure" [9] .
ROM-Based Lookup Table
A total of 16 kByte of program memory is required when storing the precomputed constant table in the ROM of the microcontroller. Each of the 256 entries in the table consists of 64 byte, thus we multiply each message byte by 2 6 (shifting the message byte six times to the left) to compute the index of the required constant. Instead of first reading out the constant and then rotating it according to the position of the current message byte, we adjust the table pointer beforehand to directly read out the rotated constant. This is possible since all rotation widths are a multiple of 8 and the basic addressable unit in our 8-bit microcontroller is a byte. For example if a constant has to be rotated by 384 bit, we add 384 8 = 48 to the current index, read out 16 constant bytes, then subtract 64 from the current index and read out the remaining 48 constant bytes. Thus we achieve nearly free rotations by only adjusting the table pointer.
This process is repeated for all message bytes and rotation widths, and after all constants have been read out and accumulated, the result is reduced modulo x 509 − 1. In our evaluation we explore two different approaches, a rolled and an unrolled version. In the unrolled version we remove every loop inside the computation of the basic compression unit which computes the intermediate output of four consecutive message bytes with four different rotation widths applied to the read out constants (cf. Figure 2 ).
RAM-Based Lookup Table
In order to estimate the maximum achievable performance in embedded microcontrollers, we move the constants from the program memory into the faster SRAM. Accessing a byte in the program memory of the ATxmega takes 3 clock cycles while accessing the internal SRAM takes 2 clock cycles. Since 112 × 64 = 7168 byte have to be looked up when hashing one message block, this small difference can have a larger impact on the overall runtime than one might expect on first sight. The hashing itself is constructed similar to the previously described setup, with some minor adjustments taking care of the modified memory locations.
For this evaluation we use the Atmel ATxmega384C3 microcontroller since it offers 32 kByte of SRAM. Devices offering 8 or 16 kByte of SRAM do not suffice in this scenario since in addition to the constant table also the current state and the next message block have to be held in the SRAM.
A remaining question is how to place the RFSB-509 constants into the SRAM. Since SRAM is volatile memory, its content has to be reloaded after every power cycle. As designers we are left with two choices. Either we store the constants in the program memory as done in Section 4.2 and copy them into SRAM at every power up, or we generate the constants once at every power up and directly store them in the SRAM. The decision which of the proposed methods to use basically depends on two factors. Firstly, it has to be considered how much time is available after a power cycle before the hash function has to be used for the first time. Generating the constants takes longer then just copying them from program memory to SRAM. Secondly, it depends on the available program memory. The generation function takes up less space in program memory compared to a 16 kByte table. In our implementation, we generate the constants after each power up, thus avoiding redundant tables in RAM and ROM.
Again we explore two approaches: a rolled and an unrolled version similar to the previously described ROM-table design.
Designing RFSB-509 for Reconfigurable Hardware
For our evaluation of RFSB-509 in reconfigurable hardware we use the low-cost Xilinx Spartan-6 device family. Spartan-6 devices are powerful, up-to-date FPGAs offering hundreds to (ten-)thousands of slices, where each slice contains four 6-input lookup tables (LUT), eight flip-flops (FF), and surrounding logic. In addition to the general purpose logic, embedded resources such as block memories (BRAM) and digital signal processors (DSP) are available. Yet Spartan-6 devices are about an order of magnitude cheaper than Xilinxs' high-performance devices families Virtex-5 and Virtex-6.
For the design of RFSB-509 in reconfigurable hardware, we again follow two different strategies of implementing the lookup of compressed matrix constants. In one architecture we generate the constants when needed using on-the-fly AES computations, in the other architectures we make use of the available block memories to store the matrix constants.
Since different choices for the constant lookups only affect the compression function of RFSB, all implementations share the same top-level component that takes care of handling the input and output of data through FIFOs and passes the data and control signals to the Merkle-Damgård construction which is also the same for all hardware implementations. Thus we design a modular system in which the compression function can be easily exchanged. We detail on the different compression function designs in the following.
Implementing RFSB-509 Using Embedded Block Memories
Spartan-6 FPGAs feature dual-ported block memories (BRAM) each capable of storing up to 18 Kbit of data. They can be configured to represent one of five different memory types. For our purpose we choose to configure the BRAMs as dual-port read-only memory (ROM) since we do not need the write capability. In each clock cycle two separate values can be read from two different memory addresses because of the BRAMs' dual-port layout.
Minimal BRAM Consumption Since the compressed matrix constant table has a size of about 15.9 Kbyte a theoretical minimum of 15.9·8 18 = 7.07 BRAMs is required to store the full table. However, a wide-access port of 509 bit for each constant is not natively supported by the BRAM primitives. The maximum natively supported width is 32 bit (36 when using the parity bits) or 64 bit (72 when using the parity bits) when combining both ports. Thus, for achieving a minimal block memory usage, we use eight BRAMs to store the constants as shown in Figure 3 . We configure the BRAMs to store 512 values of 32 bit each, which is natively supported. The RFSB constants are divided into eight 64-bit chunks and are distributed to the BRAMs. The 64-bit chunks are again split and stored in two consecutive memory slots. Hence, BRAM 1 holds the topmost 64-bit of all 256 RFSB constants, BRAM 2 the following 64-bit of all RFSB constants and so forth.
The index into the table is the current message byte m i appended by a zero and a one bit to address both memory slots. Because of the dual-port layout of the block memories, both 32-bit memory slots can be read out simultaneously. This is done for all block memories at the same time and the results are concatenated and rotated to form the demanded constant ROL x (c [m i ]). Because of this set-up, a complete already rotated RFSB-509 constant is available in one clock cycle.
We sequentially iterate over all input message bytes, accumulate the read out constants and reduce the result after all message byte have been processed.
Due to its tree-like structure, RFSB allows for very scalable designs which allow to process multiple message bytes in one clock cycle since the inputs to the block memories are independent of each other. In the following we make different proposals of how to implement multiple constant lookups in one clock cycle.
Wide-Access Block Memories Our next architecture uses block memories with wide-access ports to provide the matrix constants. Creating a 256 × 509-bit table using the Xilinx block memory generator results in 15 occupied 18 Kbit BRAMs. With this architecture it is possible to read out two RFSB-509 constants in one clock cycle, thus reducing the necessary cycles spent for table lookups by a factor of 2 to 56 cycles.
The internal compression module now handles two bytes at once and applies two different rotations to the read out constants depending on the position of the message byte in the input string. In the first mode, one constant is rotated by 384-bit, the second by 256-bit, in the second mode the first constant is rotated by 128-bit and the second is not rotated. Both constants are accumulated to the intermediate result, the rotation mode is switched with every input message pair and after the complete input block has been processed, the result is reduced modulo x 509 − 1.
Multiple Table Instances For high-performance applications we explore architectures in which we instantiate multiple of the aforementioned wide-access block memories containing the full constant table. We go only so far that we still stay within reasonable (i.e., realizable on current Spartan-6 devices) resource boundaries.
In the first setting we use two tables which allows to process four message bytes in one clock cycle, essentially representing the basic compression unit introduced in Figure 2 . Furthermore, it is now possible to hardwire the rotations applied to the constants because the output of each of the block memory ports
The two tables require 29 block memories and again halve the required clock cycles to 28 for the constant lookups for one 112-byte input block.
In a second design we use four separate instances of the constant table, which requires 58 BRAMs. It enables us to look up eight message bytes per clock cycle and finish the lookups after 14 clock cycles.
The third design quadruples the amount of block memories to be able to hold eight parallel instances of the constant table. This requires 116 BRAMs and allows to lookup 16 constant at the same time which means all constants are retrieved in just 7 clock cycles.
Implementing RFSB-509 Using an AES Core
To cover all possible designs, we also include on-the-fly generation of the matrix constants using an hardware AES core. Since the key is always fixed to the allzero key, the key-schedule does not have to be implemented as the round-keys can be precomputed. This of course is only true if the AES core is not used by other applications that require the key to be adjustable during runtime. The AES core in use is a T-table based implementation that occupies eight block memories for storing the tables.
The constant computation unit is built straightforward. It receives a message byte and starts four consecutive encryptions with the respective input blocks as described in Section 3.2. Each result is xored to an internal output signal and after the fourth encryption is finished, a modular reduction is performed and the constant is output. The higher level unit receives the constant, rotates it according to the position of the current message byte and passes the next message byte to the constant computation unit.
Results
All our implementations are verified against testvectors generated using the reference implementation of RFSB-509 by Schwabe which was submitted to the ECRYPT Benchmarking of Cryptographic Systems (eBACS) [7] .
The results for embedded microcontrollers are provided by the Atmel AVR Studio 6, and the implementations are additionally tested in real hardware using an AVR XPLAIN board equipped with an ATxmega128A1. In addition, the microcontroller implementations feature a full padding unit.
The FPGA results are achieved using post place-and-route results from Xilinx ISE Design Suite 14.1. As target device we use a Spartan-6 FPGA XC6SLX100, but we stress that for all implementations smaller Spartan-6 FPGAs suffice.
The output filter is currently not implemented because a wide range of SHA-256 implementation is already available in hard-and software. Neglecting the output filter arguably does not effect the performance measurements when hashing long messages since it is only applied once to the output of the RFSB-509 compression function.
In the following we present our microcontroller and FPGA results and compare them to other hash function implementations on similar devices. Table 1 shows the results of our implementations of RFSB-509 on the embedded microcontroller ATxmega. The achievable performance is measured in cycles/byte, where the amount of clock cycles required for calling the update function is divided by 48 byte although in total 112 byte are hashed. This is due to the fact, that only 48 fresh message bytes enter each compression function because of the Merkle-Damgård construction. Thus, these figures give a realistic performance overview when hashing long messages. The fastest implementation is running at 965.6 cycles/byte but is so far only realizable in a few 8-bit microcontrollers since only newer devices meet the RAM requirements. The fastest ROM-based implementation computes one RFSB-509 round at 1114.9 cycles/byte. The counterpart to the unrolled version does not seem to be a good choice, since program memory at this size is not a problem for current microcontrollers and spending an additional 2.5 Kbyte of ROM seems to be worth the 460 cycles/byte performance improvement.
Embedded Microcontrollers
Our smallest implementation, the one based on AES encryptions, only requires 732 byte of ROM which falls into the lightweight cryptography category. If ROM memory is scarce, the current version could be implemented even smaller since some loops have been unrolled to improve the performance. Since for every constant the AES encryption is called four times, 448 AES encryptions are needed during compression. When assuming 500 clock cycles for each AES encryption we get a lower bound of 224000 clock cycles or 4666.7 cycles/byte for the encryptions, not counting rotations, modular reductions and the combination of looked-up constants to form the output. Our result of 4753.1 cycles/byte comes very close to this lower bound.
Although RFSB fits well on current embedded microcontrollers and performs at a decent speed, beating implementations of the SHA-3 candidates is not possible due to memory requirements caused by the size of the matrix constant table. When comparing the lightweight AES-based implementation to the results of a ECRYPT initiative that aims to provide a comprehensive collection of lightweight implementations of hash functions [1] , RFSB-509 beats well known hash functions such as SHA-256, BLAKE-256, JH-256, and Skein-256 in terms of code size and outperforms JH-256, and sponge-based construction such as PHOTON and SPONGENT. However, it has to be noted that the other implementations do not use the crypto accelerators. Table 2 contains our FPGA results taken from the post place-and-route reports which in contrast to post-synthesis figures take actual delays in hardware into account. The different designs using BRAM tables are named RFSB-509 x where x denotes the amount of used block memories. Table 2 . Results of RFSB-509 achieved on a Xilinx Spartan-6 XC6SLX100. We measure the occupied slices, used flip flops(FF), 6-input lookup tables (LUT), and the maximum clock frequency f . From this we compute the cycles/byte, the throughput (Tp), and for comparison the throughput to area ratio (Tp/Area).
Reconfigurable Hardware

Design
Occ To measure the performance of our implementations we count the clock cycles consumed for loading new message bits into the Merkle-Damgård state, compressing the current state and updating it accordingly. We divide the number of clock cycles by 48 instead of 112 byte since due to the Merkle-Damgård construction only 48 new message bytes enter each 112-byte compression. In addition, we compute the achieved throughput of each implementation as Tp = clock frequency×8 cycles/byte
. In terms of speed the amount of utilized block memories directly correlates with the performance. When using just 8 BRAMs a throughput of 805.1 Mbit/s can be achieved. Our fastest implementation runs at 5.35 Gbit/s and consumes 116 block memories. A designer is thus left with the decision of how many block memory resources he is willing to spend for the hash function or from a different perspective how many block memories have to be spent for a certain performance goal.
We measure the required area on an FPGA in terms of occupied flip-flops, LUTs, and BRAMs. We also include the number of occupied slices for comparison even though this number has to be considered with care since the slice count itself does not reveal the actual degree of used logic inside the slice and neglects the number of occupied embedded resources (e.g., DSPs and BRAMs). The overall slice count stays on the same level for nearly all of our implementations, only the fastest implementation occupies more slices but the amount of used flip-flops and LUTs does not increase on the same scale. This is due to fact that block memories are spread out over the FPGA and are not located at only one designated area. Usually this leaves more freedom of where to place an implementation on the FPGA but when combining more than just a few BRAMs, the design is spread out leading to partly used slices. It also increases the critical path which explains the decreasing clock frequency for the 58 and 116 BRAM variants.
Note, the performance and size of the AES-based design is inherently depended on the underlying AES core. Nevertheless, using on-the-fly constant generation on an FPGA does not seem to be a good choice since the required resources are nearly the same as in our smallest BRAM implementation plus additional logic for the AES core (393 flip-flops, 326 LUTs, 130 slices, 8 BRAMs, and 21 clock cycles for one encryption). The performance however is two orders of magnitude slower. The only scenario in which an AES-based implementation could be favorable is a setting in which no block memories are present (which of course would also require a non BRAM-based AES implementation).
We compare our results to a recent evaluation of the hardware performance of the five SHA-3 finalists [21] and a recent implementation of the lattice-based hash function SWIFFTX [22] in Table 3 . When comparing the plain numbers one has to keep in mind that our implementation results are achieved on low-cost Xilinx Spartan-6 devices while the other results are measured using high-end Xilinx Virtex-5 and Virtex-6 devices. Nevertheless, our implementations keep up with most implementations and get only clearly beaten by the Keccak-256 hardware implementation.
Conclusion
In this work, we presented the first implementations of RFSB-509 for embedded microcontrollers and reconfigurable hardware. Different designs from lightweight to high speed implementations have been evaluated and proven to be feasible on both platforms with competitive results in code size/area and performance. Our result show that code-based hash functions are practical and can be used in real-world application involving embedded systems. 
